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It should always be borne in mind that British was not a written language, and that the
only language of writing was Latin; it would not occur to anyone to write in British, nor
would they know how to do so . . . In Roman Britain those who had enough education
to know the alphabet had enough to know some Latin, and those who had none did
not write at all.1

The paucity of written British from Roman Britain is an intriguing feature of the Celtic-
Latin interface, and Jackson’s dismissive statement requires re-evaluation following
recent research and finds. The ever-expanding corpus of Continental Celtic is testament
to the relative ease with which Celtic speakers could adapt the Roman alphabet to their
own tongue, and trade and military contact between Britain and the Continent suggest
that Britons could have had access to written Celtic.2 Furthermore, research has demon-
strated that levels of literacy in Britain were perhaps higher and more widespread than
generally thought.3 This article will analyse the possible evidence for written British
Celtic, particularly Tab. Sulis 14 and 18, which have generated considerable interest
recently, though their interpretation is still open to debate.

STUDIA CELTICA, XLI (2007), 31–45

* I am most grateful to Paul Russell for his super-
vision and support, to Peter Schrijver for his advice
and for sending me his unpublished work, to Bernard
Mees for proofs of Mees (2005), to Roger Tomlin for
his correspondence and to the staff at the Roman
Baths Museum.

1 Jackson (1953: 99–100). Celts in Britain showed
their ability to use Latin characters before the
Conquest in imitating Continental coin legends, see
for example Nash (1987: 118–142) and Creighton
(2000). Admittedly this is a restricted and specific
usage, but it confirms that British Celts were in
contact with literacy from an early period, and were
willing to write a form of British. Even so, Jackson
claims this evidence proves nothing, as ‘names are an
irreducible minimum, the context is always Latin’
Jackson (1953 100, n. 1). However, the Celtic naming
system relied heavily on elements also attested as

lexical items; thus, it could be argued that writing
names is writing Celtic. Moreover, the numismatic
evidence is not totally onomastic; e.g. RICON in
TASCIO RICON, whose usage seems to be parallel to
Latin REX, though it could be an abbreviation of a
second name, see de Bernardo Stempel (1991) for the
language of early British coins.

2 For the Continental Celtic corpora, see RIG. For
research into trade contacts between Britain and the
Continent, see, for example, Du Plat Taylor and
Cleere (1978), Macready and Thompson (1984),
Millett (1990), Whittaker (1989). For military contact,
see, for example, Tab. Vindol., Bowman (1991) and
(1994), Derks and Roymans (2002).

3 For literacy in Roman Britain, see Evans, J.
(1987), Hanson and Conolly (2002), Ingemark (2000),
Raybould (1999), Williams (2002).
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The curse tablets

Approximately 250 Roman curse tablets have been found to date in Britain, most notably
at Uley and Bath. This figure represents a reasonably large percentage of the 1,500 or so
known from the Greco-Roman world.4 The material is of crucial importance for our
knowledge of Roman scripts and constitutes the richest source for the study of British
Latin.5 Curse tablet inscriptions provide an insight into lower-class society, and are a more
likely source of evidence of the substratum influence of Celtic or actual Celtic than
elsewhere in the epigraphic record.6 Although the full edition of the Uley tablets remains
unpublished, Tomlin has commented that ‘three or four puzzling tablets from Bath and
Uley . . . may be British Celtic transliterated’.7 One tablet that has been published, Uley
33, provides a possible parallel to Tab. Sulis 18.8 Though damage to the tablet precludes
a certain transcription of line 3, the best reading, aexsieumo, is not obviously Latin and it
may be a Celtic verb. It is significant that three of the four names in Uley 33 are Celtic:
Minu(v)assus, Senebel[l]enae and Lucilia.9 Furthermore, the addition of filia and filius to the
transcript by Tomlin is misleading; these names almost certainly show the use of genitive
names without filiation markers as patronymics.10
In 1987, Tomlin suggested that Tab. Sulis 14 and 18 might be British Celtic transcribed

in Latin letters and called upon Celticists to ‘enlighten their classical colleagues’.11 Indeed,
the Celticity of these texts seems to be no longer in doubt.12 The linguistic analysis that
follows will propose a plausible interpretation of the texts and will address the question
of whether the tablets contain the earliest written British Celtic or are the work of
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4 For curse tablets in general, see Audollent (1904),
Gager (1992) and for bibliography and recent
research, see the collection of articles in Brodersen
and Kropp (2004). Solin (1995) signals the creation of
a new volume of curse tablets, see http://
www.helsinki.fi/hum/kla/solin/solin_uk1b.html.

5 For scripts at Bath, see Tab. Sulis (84–94); for Uley,
see Tomlin (1993: 116–117). For Latin at Bath, see
Tab. Sulis (74–79) and Adams (1992); for Uley, see
Tomlin (1993: 115–116).

6 There may be a Celtic word in the Hamble
estuary curse tablet, niske (line 8) (though this might
be onomastic), see Tomlin (1997: 455–458) for the
transcription. A possible parallel niskas occurs in the
unusual mixed-text lead tablets from Amélie-les-Bains
in the Pyrénées-Orientales (RIG II.2 L-97). The
tablets seem to contain a mix of Vulgar Latin and
Gaulish, with influence from Greek; there are almost
certainly no Vascoid or Iberian elements as has been
suggested. I hope to discuss the tablets in detail
elsewhere. The only instance of non-onomastic Celtic
in RIB I was thought to be GNAT (RIB 441), analysed
by some as a Celtic verb equivalent to Latin fecit, it is
now generally thought to be onomastic, see RIG II.2
L-26 for details and bibliography.

7 Tomlin (1993: 114). Tomlin (p.c.) suspects that
tablet 35 should probably not be viewed as Celtic as it
may be a form of disguised Latin. Uley tablet 7
resembles Tab. Sulis tablet 14 and is more likely to be
Celtic, though Tomlin has not yet released a
transcript.

8 For Uley 33, see Hassall and Tomlin (1995:
378–379).

9 Hassall and Tomlin (1995: 378 n. 1) comment that
Lucilia is ‘not the Latin nomen, but one of the Lucius
names which conceal a Celtic name-element, popular
in Britain and Gaul.’ The name element Luc- occurs in
twenty Celtic names from Roman Britain, see Mullen
(2007).

10 The epigraphic evidence suggests that British
Celtic during the Roman period employed no
patronymic suffixes, but relied on the simple
patronymic genitive, sometimes with the Latinate
marker of filiation (filius, fil, f) depending on the
context. In curse tablets only approximately 20 per
cent of the expressions of filiation with Celtic names
use the Latin marker, compared with roughly 70 per
cent in the RIB I material. Mullen (2007) provides
more details on this and other aspects of Romano-
British onomastics.

11 Tomlin (1987: 19).
12 Mees (2005) treats both tablets as British Celtic,

Motta (1992) discusses only andagin and catacim,
Schrijver treats tablet 18, see (2004:16–17) and (2005:
57–60). Lambert is sceptical about how much we can
recover from these tablets and prefers an interpre-
tation based at least partly on Vulgar Latin, see (2003:
176) and RIG II.2 (304–308). Sims-Williams (2007:
326–7) briefly mentions both tablets but that work
appeared too late to be incorporated into the analysis.
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Continental visitors to the shrine. Given the fragmentary nature of tablet 14, it is not
possible to offer a continuous translation as can be attempted for tablet 18, and impene-
trable sections will be omitted from the analysis.

Tab. Sulis 14

Transcript (Tab. Sulis (128))

(i)
1 luciumio[
2 cittimediu.x̣ṣ[
2a uibẹc̣[. .]ṭraceọṣ[ (cursive)
3 estạiḍimaui[. .]. . .[
4 tittlemṃacatacimluci[
5 lendiierandant.[. .]nno(or d)a(or n)[
5a [.]ục̣[2–3]miotouesularạ.[c.2].iranḍọ.[
6 [c.4].m(over r)noṭtanou.m(or .a)di ̣i[
6a [c.6]c̣i ̣i ̣. .eleubarrau.[1–2]. .[
7 ]staginemse[c.2]. .[ (cursive)
8 ]. .f̣ẹr[ (cursive)
9 ].r.(over [?])[ (cursive)

(ii)13
]luio
]ai(or mi or n)qtit
]rii

This fragmentary and fragile tablet is unique amongst the Bath curse tablets in showing
more than two hands.14 Tomlin suggests that it ‘was inscribed by as many as five different
hands using different stili’.15 Line 1 is inscribed with clear capitals; lines 2 to 6 are written
in smaller capitals; the last three lines are in Old Roman Cursive, with 8 and 9 in a
different hand from 7. Line 2a is an interlinear addition in a different Old Roman Cursive
and 5a and 6a are interlinear additions in capitals using a finer stylus. The significance of
this complexity remains unclear; the interlineated lines may be glosses, lines missed out
in the copying process or later additions. Considering these options, the text is likely to
have contained linguistic elements rather than the meaningless strings of letters
sometimes found in magical documents.

Line 1 luciumio[
Tomlin, who tends to rely heavily on interpreting Celtic words as onomastic, suggests
reading ‘lucium: not the praenomen, but a variant spelling of Luccius (from Lucco), cf.
Lucianus (17), Lucillus (30, 6, with note)’.16 Although ‘leuco-/louco- is well attested as an
element in Celtic names’, another solution may be proposed.17
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13 (ii) seems to be in the same hand as the capitals
in (i), but it may be the top right hand corner of
another tablet. It is too fragmentary to be included in
the analysis.

14 Tab. Sulis 104 is the work of two hands.

15 Ibid. (84). For a photo and Tomlin’s line
drawing, see RIG II.2 (305).

16 Tab. Sulis (129).
17 Evans (1967: 359) (hereafter GPN); for

examples, see ibid. and Delamarre (2003: 200).
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It seems reasonable to treat the first word in this tablet as a verb. Had this inscription
been found on the Continent, where Celtic lead tablets commonly have fronted verbs,
luciumi would instantly have been recognised as verbal. The most plausible form would
be a Celtic first person singular present of type uediíumi, pissíiumí (RIG II.2 L-100 lines 1,
10), íegumi (RIG II.2 L-93 line 4).18 This ending represents either a thematic plus an
athematic ending or the thematic ending plus a pronominal affix *me # > mı #.19 The latter
suggestion is more likely since this feature is common in Brittonic languages, and because
*o # > u# in final position, indicating that the affixation was a secondary development.20
If luciumi is a Celtic verb, its root is difficult to ascertain.21 Two possible interpretations

may be adduced. The first is that the c in luciumi represents the voiced stop, though this
requires special pleading as the g/c distinction was marked in Roman capitals in this
period and a g has been inscribed in line 7. However, frequent examples exist of the
confusion in Gallo-Latin texts e.g. uercobreto : uergobretos, no doubt caused by the phono-
logical differences between the Latin and Celtic single stops, especially in the
environment of a resonant.22 The root is perhaps found in the verbal nouns Old Irish
lugae and Welsh llw ‘oath, curse’, both ultimately deriving from *lug-io(n).23 Under this
interpretation, luciumi would mean ‘I swear’, suitable for the opening of a curse tablet and
parallel to Tab. Sulis 99 line 1 execro . . . ‘I curse’, and structurally comparable to the
beginning of the Chamalières lead tablet: andedíon uediíumi diíiuion risun, the verb here
meaning ‘I pray’.24 In Old Irish lugae is the suppletive verbal noun to tongid ‘he swears’
<*to(n)g- (Welsh tyngu ‘to swear’), perhaps attested in the Chamalières inscription:
toncnaman toncsiíontío (lines 7–8), though other interpretations have been offered.25
However, while this is initially attractive, it is worth noting that in Celtic the finite verb is
based on *tong- with *lug- only supplying the nominal forms.
The second suggestion would be to analyse luciumi as a verb from the Indo-European

root *leuk- > Proto-Celtic *luk- ‘to look, watch’.26 This root appears in Welsh llug ‘light,
bright’ and Old Irish lúach ‘shining’, and is found in the zero grade in Welsh eglwg ‘clear’,
golwg ‘sight, appearance, view’ and llygad ‘eye’. Middle Welsh adolwyn (first singular
adolygaf) is formed from the same root with the prefix *ati-u̯o-, and means ‘ask, beg,
beseech, request’.27 Semantically this presents an exact parallel to the Latin verbs of
several of the Bath curse tablets: rogo, conqueror, queror.

Both interpretations seem more plausible than any proposed in previous literature. See
line 5a for a discussion of the final o.
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18 See also Lambert (1998–2000) and Schrijver
(1998–2000).

19 For the ending, see RIG II.2 (274) with bibliog-
raphy and Lambert (2003: 64).

20 Middle Welsh -if < *-u#mi. ‘It is clear from a very
early stage Brittonic re-marked personal endings with
affixed pronouns, some of which became attached to
the ends of the verb form to become person markers’
Russell (1995: 127).

21 The interpretation luciumio < lok-i-u-mi-(i)̯o ‘I
who censure’ is based on a ‘full grade form of the root
that produced Larzac liciatim’ Mees (2005: 179). This
is tenuous: the cognates for liciatim Mees provides are
not generally accepted; in fact, he proposes a different
interpretation for liciatim in the preceding page.

22 Russell (1995: 206–207), GPN (400–404),
Lambert (2003: 47–48).

23 Schrijver (1995: 310, 312–313).
24 RIG II.2 (274).
25 Ibid. (278–279), Delamarre (2003: 298),

Lambert (2003: 158). This may in fact represent *tonk-
‘jeter un sort, prédestiner’ > Old Irish tocad ‘fortune,
fate’, Middle Welsh tynghed ‘fate, destiny’; see Charles-
Edwards (1995), Koch (1992a) and Schumacher
(1995) for discussion of toncnaman toncsiíontío and its
cognates.

26 For details of this root, see Schumacher (2004:
459–460).

27 See Schumacher (2000: 198).
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Line 2a uibec[. .]traceos[ / uidet/uidec[. .]tiosebi
This transcription is uncertain and the text could be read as uidet/uidec[..]tiosebi.28 If uidet
and traceos are read, this line, which has been ‘interlineated almost invisibly with an
extremely fine stilus’,29 may be Latin, complicating further the overall interpretation of
this inscription.30 It does not appear to be a translation or gloss, though the text is too
fragmentary to be certain.

Line 4 tittlemmacatacimluci[
The text should perhaps be read tittlemimcatacimluci[.

tittlemim

The opening sequence tittl- resembles a reduplicated verb. The closest verbal comparison
is Old Irish tlen- ‘steal’,31 with its verbal noun téol ‘theft’,32 and a reduplicated element
occurs in the preterite and in the verbal noun. Mees takes tittlemma as a verb from *ti-tle-
mmos ‘we have stolen’ or ‘we have taken away’, but since no examples of British curse
tablets are from thieves themselves, other interpretations may be preferable.33 Perhaps we
have the nominal form ‘theft’, parallel in form to catacim in the same line (see below for
the morphology). The Bath curse tablets are often explicitly concerned with theft, so
semantically this is appropriate. Under this interpretation, the line might start with tittlem
(accusative) or if the noun has a nasal suffix, tittlemim (accusative); cf. Old Irish PN Fedelm
< *uidlṃa.34
Schrijver has suggested that we take tittle as a third singular preterite ‘he / she stole’

(Old Irish tíuil) and mma / mim catacim as ‘my cataca’.35 The formula is typical of curse
tablets; compare for example devoveo eum [q]ui caracallam meam involaverit (Tab. Sulis 10
lines 5–7).

catacim

If the end of the line is segmented so that the last four letters (luci) are the extant part of
a repetition of the first word luciumi, the preceding word would have an ending -im,36
possibly a feminine singular noun as in the Larzac lead tablets: seuer[im] tertionicnim ·
lidssatim liciatim (RIG II.2 L-98),37 perhaps the feminine version of the personal name
Catacus (Middle Welsh Catoc, Catwg) as proposed by Tomlin.38
There may be other possibilities.39 The suffix *-a#ko-, for example, is not restricted to
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28 I have used Tomlin’s drawing to read this line. I
could not see it on the object itself, even with a magni-
fying glass.

29 Tab. Sulis (128).
30 Though mixtures of languages in religious texts

are by no means unusual, e.g. the Amélie-les-Bains
tablets (see n. 6); see Adams (2003: 193–194) for
examples from all over the ancient world of language
mixtures used deliberately in magical texts.

31 LEIA T (78–79), McCone (1991: 18–21); cf. Latin
tollit ‘raises, removes’.

32 LEIA T (52). Thurneysen (1936) derives this
from *tetlu-.

33 Mees (2005: 178).
34 See RIG II.2 (264) and Lambert (2003: 169) for

uidluias, uidlu[ in the Larzac tablets. See Stüber (1998)
for the historical morphology of n-stems in Celtic.

35 Schrijver (p.c.).
36 See Lambert (2003: 57–58) and Lejeune (1985:

88–94) for -im.
37 See also Lejeune et al. (1985 lines 4–5).
38 Tab. Sulis (129). Motta (1992: 2) believes that

Catacim is the accusative of the feminine personal
name < *Kata#ka#.

39 Mees (2005: 178) discusses catacim. The parallel
forms cited from the Rom (RIG II.2 L-103) and
Lezoux (RIG II.2 L-101) inscriptions are unclear both
epigraphically and linguistically. Furthermore, the
relationship between Latin catena ‘chain, fetter’, whose
etymology is obscure, and Old Irish cathair ‘town’ and
Welsh Cader ‘fastness’ is very uncertain, see LEIA C
(48–49), ‘l’étymologie en est de plus controversées’ 48.
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personal names, and catacim could be related to Old Irish cath, Middle Welsh cat ‘battle,
fight’.40 There is an Old Irish adjective cathach <*kata#ko- ‘bellicose, vehement’ and also a
noun ‘relic, reliquary taken into battle to ensure victory’, and therefore possibly at an
earlier stage ‘something taken into battle’.41 The suggestion of a stolen sword or similar
appears unlikely considering the other Bath tablets where articles of clothing, jewellery,
household items and coins are the standard stolen goods. However, Tab. Sulis 4 (RIB 154),
which is often thought to bemoan the loss of a woman Vilbia, a unique attestation amongst
the British curse tablets, might actually deal with the theft of a pointed object, perhaps a
knife.42
Another analysis of catacim may also be plausible. If the a before catacim in the original

reading is interpreted as ‘and’, as in Châteaubleau (line 2) a peni < *ak beni(n) ‘and a
woman’, catacim could be analysed as showing a similar devoicing.43 If so, a comparison
could be made with the Old Irish verbal noun gat ‘taking away, abstracting (something
from a person), theft, robbery’ and gataige ‘thief ’44 formed with a suffix < *-a#kio-, perhaps
as in catacim.45 Intervocalic t in Early Celtic > th in Old Irish (as in cathach), gat- therefore
cannot derive from a form with a single dental (which would give **gath) and this would
suggest the root of gat may be *gatt, though the geminate t has not been marked in
catacim.46 The etyma and repetition indicate language appropriate to a curse tablet and
the pairing tittlemimcatacim ‘theft and the thief ’ (vel sim.) is characteristic of legalistic style
from a very early period.47
The incompleteness of the line and the unclear syntax make translation difficult, but

the most plausible combination of alternatives seems to be ‘he who stole my sword (vel
sim.)’.

Line 5a [.]uc[2–3]miotouesulara.[c.2].irando.[
Tomlin remarks that ‘the coincidence of letters with [line] 1 suggests the restoration of
[l]uc[iu]mio’.48 His restoration is plausible and creates a tricolon, each clause beginning
with luciumi (lines 1, 4 and 5a).49

toue

Welsh and Irish forms of the genitive second singular personal pronoun are derived from
*towe < *tewe50 e.g. Old Irish tái, Middle Welsh teu, so toue may be an attestation of an
earlier genitive form.

36 ALEX MULLEN

40 ‘-a#ko- was an adjectival suffix capable of forming
adjectives to different types of base with corre-
sponding semantic differences in the derivative. From
this general pattern a number of specializations and
substantivizations arose’ Russell (1988: 131–173, 170).

41 cathach also means ‘trespass’ LEIA C (48), but this
is probably linked with caithid ‘il utilise, mange, jouit
de, lance’ LEIA C (24), and in this period possibly
meant ‘consume’. For similar derivatives to cathach cf.
Welsh glas ‘blue, grey’: Middle Welsh glasog ‘sword’;
Welsh ennill ‘win’: Middle Welsh enilleg ‘battle-axe’.

42 Russell (2006).
43 For a peni, see Lambert (2003: 210) and

(1998–2000: 92). It might, however, display g/c ortho-
graphic confusion again, see n. 22.

44 There are no Welsh comparanda as ‘thief ’ is
borrowed from Latin latro # > *latrı# > lleidr.

45 For this velar suffix, see Russell (1988) and
Russell (1990: 97–103). It should be noted that Uhlich
(2002: 417–418) prefers -aige from sagio̯s.

46 Pokorny (1959) suggests the root is *ghasto,
though this is impossible as it would give Old
Irish**gas-.

47 Cf. the repetition in Tab. Sulis 62.
48 Tab. Sulis (129).
49 ‘Tomlin nous a signalé la présence d’un mot

luciu, répété, sur une tablette de plomb inédite
provenant de Uley (Uley 10, à paraître)’ RIG II.2
(308). Tomlin has clarified (p.c.) that the reference to
Uley 10 in RIG is a mistake for Tab. Sulis 14 and
therefore refers to the original luciumi text (RIG II.2
L-108) rather than a parallel example.

50 Lewis and Pedersen (1989: 215).
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An o remains between luciumi and toue and also appears in the first line after luciumi. As
Mees suggests, it may be -(i)̯o, an affixed relative marker or pronoun.51 However, a better
solution might be to regard o as a prevocative particle e.g. Latin o, Greek �, Old Irish a
(á). The vocative in Old Irish is almost always preceded by the leniting particle e.g. a
choimdiu ‘O lord!’.52 In this case toue might be a possessive adjective from the genitive
personal pronoun: toue sulara ‘your Sulara’.

sulara

This may be a noun relating to the Celtic goddess Sulis, who had also adopted by this time
the hybridized name Sulis Minerva.53 Interestingly, a number of inscriptions to the
Suleuiae and names with Sul- have been found in and around Bath: RIB 105 (Cirencester)
Sule(u)is | Sulinus | Bruceti (filius) | u(otum) s(oluit) l(ibens) m(erito); RIB 106 (Cirencester)
Suleuis | [P]rimus |. . .; RIB 134 (Lasborough (Glos.)) D(is) M(anibus) | Sulicena54 | annos |
[.]XIIII uixit; RIB 150 (Bath) Deae | Suli Mi | neruae | Sulinus | Matu | ri fil(ius) | u(otum)
s(oluit) l(ibens) m(erito); RIB 151 (Bath) Suleuis | Sulinus | scultor | Bruceti f(ilius) | sacrum
f(ecit) l(ibens) m(erito). The only sure attestation of a name of type Sul- outside this region
is found in Colchester, though the dedicator is from Kent: RIB 192 Matribus | Suleuis |
Similis Atti f(ilius) | ci(uis) Cant(ius) | u(otum) l(ibens) s(oluit). The frequent attestation of Sul-
names around Bath suggests that they may have been based on the name of the goddess,
creating a distinctive tribal nomenclature.55
The last five lines of (i) are incomprehensible and the last three almost illegible. A

correction in line 6 (M over R) reinforces the assumption that these lines were not origi-
nally unintelligible. The reversals and repeated syllables characteristic of some magical
texts are absent and the combinations of letters are linguistically plausible.
Though the text is fragmentary and several of the lines remain impenetrable, the

distinctively Celtic features (especially -umi and -im) and plausible Celtic etymologies
confirm that this is a Celtic text.

Tab. Sulis 18

Transcript (Tab. Sulis (133) / Lambert (2003: 176))

1 adixoui
2 deịạna / deuina

dei ̣eda / deueda
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51 Mees (2005: 178); the parallel scrisumio from
Marcellus of Bordeaux is insecure. On the devel-
opment of Celtic relative clauses with the marker -io̯-
see Ziegler (1992).

52 For early exceptions, see Thurneysen (1933:
365).

53 The traditionally accepted nominative form of
the deity’s name was Sul, though Sulis came to be
generally preferred; see Collingwood and Myres
(1936: 264 n. 1). The first attested instance of the
name in the nominative is ut [1–2]um dea Sulis maximo
letum [a]digat (Tab. Sulis tablet 10 lines 10–12). Sulis has
also been linked to the word meaning ‘eye’ in Old
Irish súil, see Delamarre (2003: 287). Sulara may
therefore refer to eyes or sight, perhaps as part of a

curse for blindness, rather than to the goddess cf.
Chamalières exsops pissíiumí, although considering the
analysis of o toue this seems unlikely.

54 Sulicena is possibly a compound < *Suli-c/gena.
55 Sen- is the most commonly attested element in

Celtic names from Roman Britain. Sen- names were
popular as they were homophonous (‘cover names’,
‘Decknamen’ or ‘nom d’assonance’) with Latin names in
Sen-. However, they are much more common in
Britain than on the Continent, and may have been
common because of the association with the name of
the goddess Senuna, which was recently revealed in
the cleaning of some votive plaques, see Tomlin and
Hassall (2005: 489). For more details of Sen-, see
Mullen (2007).
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andagin
uindiorix
cuami ̣i ̣n
ại ̣

Schrijver translates: ‘I have dedicated a bath (?) / ointment (?) to the divine D.; (I)
Vindiorix for the sake of (my) Sweetheart’.56
This inscription is more conducive to analysis than 14 as the text is complete, the

transcription is more certain, and the word boundaries are clearly marked and do not
appear to be simply determined by the shape of the object.57 Tomlin suggests that this
inscription might be a list of Celtic names but recognises that it is unlike the other lists
among the Bath tablets for two reasons: the medium is a pendant and the names are not
‘a recognizable mixture of Roman and “Celtic” names of Latinized form’.58 The lists of
names found at Bath are in the nominative (save one in the accusative), with occasional
patronymic genitives. Tomlin concedes that ‘the adixoui text with its peculiar word-
endings, thus remains a problem’.59 The fact that the ‘names’ are all unattested is not in
itself a difficulty, as long as the elements are otherwise attested, in fact ‘half the personal
names in the Bath tablets are unique or rare Celtic names’.60 Schrijver has recently
proposed reading the inscription as a dedication in a mixture of Celtic and Latin, which
fits well with the linguistic evidence.61 In the discussion of Schrijver’s interpretation that
follows some alternatives are proposed.

Line 1 adixoui
Schrijver suggests that adixoui is a hybrid verbal form, combining a Latin perfect stem and
a Celtic first person singular ending.62 The ending -oui shows u# > ou as at Châteaubleau
plus *-ui < *-mi, probably with assimilation of /m/ to the rounded vowel.63 Following a
suggestion by Hubert Petersmann, he argues that the first element is the perfect stem of
Latin addı#cere, addı#x-, meaning ‘to dedicate’ in Petronius Satyricon 117.5–6 domino corpora
animasque religiosissime addicimus. This might be an example of morphological interference
which can occur in the language of bilinguals, cf. Magnos, Priuatos, Secundos etc. (RIG II.2,
L-29–48).64 Schrijver does not explain the motivation behind the fusion of the Latin
perfect stem plus the Celtic present ending, though in his translation he takes the verb as
perfect. It is worth pointing out that perfects are not common in verbs in the first person
singular found in the openings of the Latin curse tablets.
It does seem reasonable to consider adixoui as a verbal form, and its position reflects the

tendency for verb fronting in some Continental Celtic inscriptions. Rather than a hybrid
Latin perfect stem plus Celtic present ending however, the verb could be Celtic, related
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56 Schrijver (2005: 60) and (2004: 17).
57 For a photo and Tomlin’s line drawing, see RIG

II.2 (307).
58 Tab. Sulis (133). It might, however, be a box lid vel

sim.
59 Tomlin (1987: 21).
60 Ibid. (24).
61 Schrijver (2004: 16–17) and (2005: 57–60).
62 Schrijver (2004: 17) and (2005: 58).
63 Schrijver (1998–2000: 137–138).
64 See also Marichal (1988). For evidence of Latin-

Celtic bilingualism, see Meid (1983) and Adams

(2003). There is surprisingly little obvious evidence of
Celtic interference in the Latin from Roman Britain,
particularly from Vindolanda, where the soldiers were
Celtic and Germanic in origin. The commonly cited
example of Celtic phonological interference in the
Vindolanda tablets is souxtum, thought to be for Latin
sumptum (Tab. Vindol. II 301), Adams (1996: 238).
However, souxtu is now attested in a Gallo-Roman
potter’s account from Vayres and may be related to
Old Irish súacht ‘cooking pot’, Lambert (2000:
189–192) and (2004: 263–264).
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to Latin defigo ‘to fasten, fix, curse’ (RIB 6, 7, 221), which occurs with a different prefix at
Bath, configere (Tab. Sulis 97). Lambert has proposed that the Celtic cognate of this verb
may already be attested in Gaulish nitixsintor (Larzac line 7): ‘verbe sans doute calqué sur
lat. defigo (*dhigh-): suffixe d’optatif -si-, flexion déponente de 3 pl. [. . .] cependant on ne
sait s’il faut comparer andigs qui confirmerait un thème *dig-; on peut préférer poser un
thème *tig-, (sans doute *(s)tigh-), comparable à lat. in-stig-are, all. stechen’.65 ad- appears in
numerous Gaulish personal names and Irish and Welsh have ad- and add- as preverbs.
Under this interpretation adixoui would be a Celtic verb, with Celtic morphology *< ad-
dhigh-s-u#-mi.66 The -s- may be either a future or subjunctive marker, though neither fits
securely with the parallel Latin texts where the present is generally used in the opening
e.g. dono, execro, devoveo, queror, conqueror, rogo, though subjunctives are commonly found
in subclauses.67 Considering tablet 18 is written in Celtic, however, the standard Latin
formulae and style may not have been adhered to.

Line 2 deiana / deuina
Schrijver reads deuina and derives this from the Latin dative *divı#na(e) < dı#vı#nae ‘divine’.
Datives in -a are attested in late Latin but only rarely.68 It seems more likely that this is an
accusative with loss of final m, or a vocative. The vocative deuina works well semantically
as an address to the goddess, a parallel to vocatives in the Bath tablets: 54 line 1
conq[u]<a>er[or] tibi, Sulis, Arminia, 98 line 6 tu d[o]mina dea and perhaps 14 line 5a o toue
Sulara.

Line 3 deieda / deueda
Schrijver prefers deueda and considers that this might be a Celtic theonym, possibly from
*deiw-ed-a# or *de-/dı#-wed-a# ‘marriage’, Welsh dywedd-i ‘betrothal’.69 In his translation he
takes deueda as the indirect object with deuina. Again, it seems unlikely that this is a dative,
an accusative or vocative is more plausible, almost certainly agreeing with deuina, perhaps
‘O divine Deveda / Deieda’.

Line 4 andagin
The ending -in is probably a Celtic accusative singular, a variant of -im (see above).
Continental Celtic shows a fluctuation between n/m in accusatives, presumably reflecting
the confusion of how to treat the nasalized vowel after the loss of the final nasal.70 andagin
is therefore likely to be the object of the verb adixoui. This should refer to the item to be
dedicated but the exact meaning is debatable.71 Schrijver suggests andagin can be
identified with Middle Welsh ennein(t) ‘bath, washing-place; ointment’. He describes two
possible reconstructions, but prefers the second: ennein < *an(d)naγı#na < *an(d)neγı#na <
*an(d)-nïγı#na < *ande-nig-ı#na#. He views andagin as a reflection of the stage *an(d)naγı#na,
with the inflectional syllable omitted by the scribe and ‘nd on the pendant might be a
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65 RIG II.2 (264). See Lejeune et al. (1985: 124) and
Schumacher (2004: 749–50) for further discussion
and bibliography. Mees (2005: 177) considers adixoui
to be from the same root but takes it to be a
nominative plural < *ad-(s)tig-s-o-u(i)-i ‘the bound’.

66 For ad-, see Delamarre (2003: 31).
67 See Tab. Sulis (63–79) for the formulae, style and

language of the tablets.
68 Schrijver (2005: 59).

69 Schrijver (2004: 17).
70 Lambert (2003: 51–64) for nominal morphology.
71 Motta (1992: 2) and Mees (2005: 177) take

andagin as a personal name. Motta suggests that it is
the accusative of *Andagena#, the feminine equivalent
of Andegenus. This requires both haplography, i.e.,
Andag(en)in (not Andagen(in) as Mees suggests) and the
insertion of -a- to mark the feminine.
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historical spelling for nn, British Celtic probably having passed through a sound law nd >
nn [. . .] or alternatively, ndn was dissimilated to nd in the speech of the scribe, as it may or
may not have done in all of British Celtic’.72
Some problems arise from this interpretation. Firstly, the assumption that the final

syllable has been omitted is, as Schrijver admits, ‘admittedly arbitrary’.73 Secondly, the
exact status of the reconstruction of Middle Welsh ennein(t) is uncertain. The attestations
seem to suggest that the earlier meaning of the Celtic word ennein < *ande-nig-ı#na# / *an-
nig-antio̯- / *en-nig-ı#n- (vel sim.) was ‘bath, washing-place’. Ennein then ‘acquired an
optional final -t as well as the additional meaning “ointment” through the influence of
Old French enoint (< Latin in-unguentum) or its Late Latin predecessor’.74 This raises the
possibility that ennein(t) might in fact have been borrowed wholesale and that later
ennein(t) ‘bath, washing-place; ointment’ may have a double origin. Certainly the antiquity
of the meaning ‘ointment’ in Celtic is not assured and, even if it were, the dedication of
ointment or oil is not attested in the other Bath curse tablets. The paterae found at the
baths may have been used to contain water, oil or wine offerings, but there is no direct
evidence for this.75
A simpler solution would be to view andagin as a compound: the prefix being the

privative reflex an < *ṇ76 (Old Irish an-, am-, é-, in-, Welsh an-, am), plus dag- ‘good’77 (cf.
genetta imi daga uimpi (RIG II.2 L-120)), forming an-dagin, ‘a bad [X-feminine]’, cf. matu /
anma[tu] ‘right / wrong’ (RIG III (Coligny)), anandognam / andognam ‘foreign / local’
(Larzac 2a lines 10–11).78 This suggestion fits better with the notion of a curse tablet.

Line 5 uindiorix
This is an easily recognisable Celtic composite name uind(i)o- ‘white, bright’ plus rix ‘king’,
making Vindiorix the dedicator.79 Vind- is a reasonably common initial element in Celtic
names both in Britain (Vinda (JRS 58 208–209), Vindacius (RIB II 2446.3), Vindalicus (RIB
II 2501.617), Vindicianus (RIB I 720, 721, 934), Vindilus (RIB II 2497.24), Vindissus (RIB
II 2428.18), Vindomorucus (RIB I 2053)) and on the Continent.80

Line 6–7 cuamiinai
Schrijver interprets this as the ‘altbritischer Dativ’ of *cuamiina#, with a development of
*koimigna# > *ko#mijna#, either a personal name or noun meaning ‘sweetheart’.81 This inter-
pretation is preferable to altering the reading as per Lambert: ‘cummen(d)ai =
commenda[t]’.82
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72 Schrijver (2005: 59).
73 Ibid. There is plenty of space on the object.
74 Ibid.
75 No chemical analysis was undertaken on the

paterae when they were discovered. The comments on
the Roman Baths Museum’s audioguide regarding
the possible contents and use of the paterae were based
on comparanda. I am grateful to Jenny Crothall
(Collections Assistant) (p.c.) for this information.

76 Delamarre (2003: 43).
77 Ibid. (134).
78 An alternative would be to view the compound as

andagin < *ande-dagin ‘a very good thing’: ande-, the
common prefix with intensive force, reduced to an-
(Delamarre 2003: 45–46), plus dag- ‘good’. Lambert
prefers this interpretation (RIG II.2: 305) and (2003:

176). Though he also suggests ‘andagin = andagina,
celticization of indogenam’ (RIG II.2: 306).

79 The additional -i- may be due to the influence of
prefixal elements such as Ambio-, Ario-, Cantio- in
names, see Lambert (1995).

80 For the examples from the Continent, see
Schmidt (1957: 295–296), GPN (386–388) and Luján
(2003: 237–238).

81 Schrijver (2004: 17) and (2005: 58–59).
82 RIG II.2 (306). Mees (2005: 177) considers

cuamiinai to be a Celtic verb <*co(m)-u(p)o-me-n-ai,
either a first person singular middle or a third person
singular preterite based on the root me(-n)- ‘bind,
make fast’. Mees does not explain how this verb fits
with the rest of his interpretation: line 1 ‘the bound’;
2, 3, 5 nominative names; 4 accusative name.
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Schrijver’s analysis provides a better explanation of the endings than to suggest a list of
previously unattested Celtic names. However, his suggestion for andagin appears less
plausible than the proposals above, and the two different dative endings in close
proximity are awkward. If the alternative interpretation for line 1 ‘I fix’ rather than ‘I
have dedicated’, and the suggestion for line 4 ‘a bad [X-feminine]’ are adopted, the
resultant sentence is more akin to the other Bath curse tablets. deieda / deueda and deiana
/ deuina remain problematic, they could be datives, accusatives or vocatives or a mixture.
It is more likely that deieda / deueda and deiana / deuina are the same case and the vocative
seems most plausible: ‘I, Vindiorix, O divine Deieda / Deveda, shall fix an evil (?fate vel
sim.) on Cuamiina’.
Although a completely secure analysis has not been reached, this inscription must be

regarded as a Celtic sentence, making tablets 14 and 18 our only examples of continuous
written Celtic from Britain in the Roman period.

British or Continental Celtic?

A number of stone inscriptions bear witness to the cosmopolitan nature of Aquae Sulis: RIB
140 ciuis Treuer (Moselle Basin); RIB 149 ciues Car[nu] | tenus (Chârtres); RIB 156 natione
Be | lga (either the Continental or the British tribe); RIB 157 Arniensis | Foro Iuli (probably
Fréjus); RIB 159 ciues Hisp(anus) Caurie(n)sis (territory of the Vettones, Lusitania); RIB 163
c(iui) Mediomatr[ic(ae)] (Metz). Indeed, inscriptions to Sulis and to the related Sulevia
group of goddesses throughout the Continent indicate that the cult may have been ‘Pan-
Celtic’.83 We must therefore consider the possibility that these tablets may contain
Continental Celtic rather than the first attestations of British Celtic.84 However, the exact
relationships between the forms of Celtic attested on the Continent and in Britain are still
under examination, making firm linguistic conclusions elusive.85
In his discussion of tablet 18, Schrijver admits that, though excluding a Continental

visitor is impossible, he prefers local authorship.86 He acknowledges that the diphthon-
gization in 18, adixoui and cuamiinai, mirrors that in the Châteaubleau tile, gniíou (line 2),
siaxsiou (6), cluiou (8) and muana (7), and therefore connects the Bath tablet with
Continental Celtic, rather than the Insular Celtic languages.87 However, moving on from
this evidence, Schrijver claims that 18 passes ‘two tests of Britishness: iCi > eCi in deuina
and andagin, and eγi > aγi in andagin’.88 Unfortunately, as he points out, there is no
evidence that Continental Celtic did not go through the same developments, and the
change eγi > aγi may not be found if the interpretation of andagin ‘a bad [X-feminine]’
presented above is accepted. Schrijver also comments that ‘the defixiones found at Bath
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83 See Olmsted (1994: 362–4) for discussion and
references to the inscriptions.

84 Mees (2005) does not discuss this possibility:
‘These two texts [. . .] must be the earliest first-hand
evidence for Brythonic’ (180).

85 For issues in studying prehistoric British Celtic,
see, for instance, Evans (1986). For British Celtic
developments, see Jackson (1953) and Schrijver
(1995). For Gallo-Brittonic, see, for example, Fleuriot
(1988), Koch (1992b), McCone (1996), Schmidt
(1993), Schrijver (1995: 463–465), Sims-Williams
(2007).

86 Schrijver (2005: 60). By including these tablets in
a corpus of Gallo-Latin material from the Continent
(RIG II.2), Lambert seems to have made a judgement
on their linguistic position, though the asterisk before
the inscription numbers indicates his uncertainty. In
fact he considers the Latin element to be much more
significant than anyone else has allowed.

87 For insular Celtic developments, see Jackson
(1953) and Schrijver (1995).

88 Schrijver (2005: 60).
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were probably written or at least commissioned by local people rather than visitors from
abroad’, while this is likely to be true for the most part, the fact that the thefts are
generally petty would not, as he suggests, necessarily preclude a Continental author.
Furthermore, it is an oversimplification to propose that the lack of names in the tria
nomina formula in the tablets suggests local commission. Firstly, the bulk of the tablets date
from after the Constitutio Antoniniana of AD 212, which made all the free inhabitants of the
Roman Empire Roman citizens, including the native British Celts of Aquae Sulis. Secondly,
a Romano-Celt from the Continent might well use Latin names in tria or duo nomina
formulae in official, public inscriptions, for instance, the stone inscriptions from Bath
(RIB I 138–178), but in a curse for Sulis he might revert to his original Celtic name,
perhaps with a patronymic added for clarity.
Indeed, it could equally be argued that the use of Celtic and an unusual medium (tablet

18) may well have been a deliberate strategy for a visitor to mark his Gaulish rather than
British ethnicity.89 In the Bath curse tablets the variety of hands, errors, evidence for
copying and the semi-literate and ‘pseudo-inscriptions’ point to the conclusion that
petitioners were at least in some cases expected to write to the goddess personally.90 This
expectation might have encouraged the authors of tablets 14 and 18 to write in their
vernacular, and writing Celtic would be conceivable for a visitor from the Continent,
where metal tablets have been found inscribed in Celtic, even in this relatively late
period.91
However, there is no secure evidence that these tablets are not British Celtic and it is

possible that British Celts in conversation with their goddess may have attempted to
‘encode’ their curses. Given the inconclusive linguistic evidence, and that much remains
to be found and published both from Roman Britain and Gaul, it seems prudent to view
14 and 18 as Celtic, rather than specifically British Celtic or Gaulish. The case is far from
closed.
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